
GITA CLASS – CHAPTER 2, PART 10 
 

 We previously discussed how the mind becomes the instrument for realizing 
the Self. It is the mind that perceives the Self. How is this? ‘éàstràchàryopadeça 
éamadamàdi saëskätaë manaã àtmadaréane kàraåaë.’ manasaivànudraçâavyaë.’ 
This means that the daréanam of the Self is ‘manasà eva,’ attained by the mind 
alone. 
 Therefore, there will definitely be Jñàna. The Knowledge of the Àtman, 
which is eternal, free, and Pure, will shine through the pramàåa of the érutis. 
This Jñàna will be experienced through hearing the Vedàntic truths.’ ‘Iti 
ubhyupgantavyam.’ ‘You will have to accept this.’  
 The darkness is only destroyed by light. Like this, it is enough if you accept 
that Ignorance is destroyed by Knowledge.’ Tat cha ajñànaë daréitaë ‘hantà 
ahaë hataã asmi’ iti.’ This Ignorance is being shown in Arjuna. How? ‘Ahaë 
hantà.’ I am the slayer. ‘Hataã asmi.’ ‘I am the slain.’ Like this, Arjuna was 
revealing the Ignorance within him. This is the mental feeling, ‘I will be killed by 
my enemies, or they will kill me.’ What is this? This reveals the Ignorance of the 
Jiva.  
 ‘Ubhau tau na vijànìtaã’ iti. This is the éloka, ‘neither of them know the 
Self, who consider the Self the slayer or the slain.’ Taking Arjuna as an 
instrument, this group of élokas is used to display the Ignorance of the Ajnani. 
The importance is not in the story, but the principle revealed.  
 ‘Atra cha àtmanaã hananakriyàyàã kartätvaë karmatvàë hetu kartätvaë 
cha ajñànakätaë daréitaë.’ When a person performs action, he may have the 
feeling of doer-ship. This is the feeling, ‘I am doing this.’ Also a person may 
experience ‘karmatvam,’ the feeling that one is influenced by the action 
performed by someone else. Or, he may have the feeling that he is making 
someone perform action. In this way, Arjuna had superimposed this doership 
and karma onto himself, and imposed the action of making someone act onto the 
Lord.  
 First, Arjuna superimposed onto himself kartätvam, doership. How? This is 
the feeling of Arjuna, ‘I must kill them. I must fight this war.’ Then, second is 



karmatvaë, the superimposition of being influenced by karma. How is this? This 
is the feeling, ‘They may kill me.’ Third, is hetu kartätvam.’ This is the feeling, 
‘The Lord is encouraging me to fight.’ Arjuna superimposed this third quality 
onto the Lord.  
 Where are these three qualities superimposed? It says, ‘àtmanaã,’ in the 
Self. In this way, Arjuna superimposed the doership of slaying, the karmic 
influence of being slain, and the causative quality of encouraging slaying on the 
Atman. How is this superimposition done? ‘Ajñànakätam.’ All of this occurs out 
of Ignorance. The Lord reveals this in the Gita, through this group of élokas.  
 ‘Tat cha sarvakriyàsu api samànaë kartätvàdeã avidyàkätatvaë, avikriyatvàt 
àtmanaã vikriyàvàn hi kartà àtmanaã.’ Here it is explaining these three things; to 
have the feeling of doership in an action, to feel that one is experiencing the fruit 
of an action, and the feeling of making someone act. These don’t just apply to 
the action of war or fighting. It says that this applies to all actions. ‘Sarvakriyàsu 
api samànaë.’ These three factors are in our every action. In a person’s each and 
every action, these three factors will be present in some way or another.  
 A person may feel that he is the doer of an action, or he may feel he is 
experiencing the result of an external action, or he may feel that he is causing 
someone to act. What are all of these? These are all products of Ignorance, 
Avidyà. ‘Kartätvàdeã avidyàkätatvaë.’ These qualities are imagined in one’s Self 
through Ignorance. Why is that? It is because the Self is devoid of modification. 
‘Avikriyatvàt àtmanaã.’ The Self is devoid of modification, and these do not take 
place in the Self. However, the individual thinks that they do.  
 ‘Vikriyàvàn hi kartà àtmanaã karmabhùta manyaë prayojayati ‘kuru’ iti.’ A 
person who performs action, ‘vikriyàvàn, if he experiences modifications in the 
mind, he feels that he is affected by the actions of others, ‘àtmanaã karmabhùtam 
anyaë.’ Here we can take Sri Käçåa and Arjuna as an example. Arjuna 
considered that Sri Käçåa was the doer of action, the kartà. Arjuna then 
considered that he was being influenced by the karma of Sri Käçåa. Thus, 
‘vikriyàvàn hi kartà’ in this example refers to Sri Käçåa. Arjuna considered that 
Käçåa was encouraging him to act, by saying before, ‘Arjuna, perform karma!’ 
‘Prayojayati ‘kuru’ iti.’ That is how we experience this situation.  



 Thus, in this situation, one person is considered the doer of action, and 
another person is thought to experience the effect of that action. So there are 
three types of superimpositions on the Àtman related to karma. These are the 
doer of action, the experiencer of the effect of another’s action, and causing a 
person to perform action. In this example of Käçåa and Arjuna, Arjuna had 
considered Käçåa as causing him to perform action. This is the part, ‘vikriyàvàn 
hi kartà.’ Then, Arjuna considered himself as being effected by the actions of the 
Lord. This is, ‘àtmanaã karmabhùtam anyaë prayojayati.’ How did the Lord 
cause Arjuna to act? It says the éloka, ‘kuru,’ ‘you should act.’  
 These are feelings of the Avidvàn, the ignorant person. This is felt to be 
true by an Ajñàni, one who doesn’t know the true nature of the Àtman. In 
Truth, these do not occur, because the nature of the Self is the absence of 
modification. ‘Avikriyatvàt àtmanaã.’ Then Shankara develops this line of 
thought. ‘Tat etat aviéeçena viduçaã sarvakriyàsu kartätvaë hetukartätvaë cha 
pratiçedhati bhagavàn vàsudevaã, viduçaã karma adhikàra 
abhàvapradaréanàrthaë ‘vedàvinàéinaë . . . kathaë sa puruçaã’ ityàdinà.’  
 So, because of what was said before, there is neither doer-ship nor the 
causing of karma for the Jñàni. ‘Viduçaã sarvakriyàsu kartätvaë,’ there is no 
doership, ‘hetukartätvaë,’ no causing others to act, ‘cha pratiçedhati.’ These are 
refuted by the Lord, Bhagavàn ‘Vàsudevaã,’ Sri Käçåa. Why? It is because there 
is not the suitability for karma in the Jñàni. ‘Viduçaã karma adhikàra 
abhàvapradaréanàrthaë.’ For showing that, the Lord says this éloka, 
‘Vedàvinàéinam nityam ya enam ajam avyayam.’  
 The essence of what Shaåkara is saying, is ‘the Jñàni is not suitable for the 
performance of karma.’ That is the ultimate meaning of this. Then where is the 
suitability of the Jñàni? ‘Kva punaã viduçaã adhikàra?’ If the Jñàni’s suitability is 
not in the performance of karma, then where is it? Shankara says that the answer 
was already given, when the Lord said, ‘There are two paths spoken of eternally 
by Me; Jñàna Yoga for the Sàëkhyas, and Karma Yoga for Yogis.’ ‘Etat uktaë 
pùrvam eva ‘jñànayogena sàëkhyànàë’ iti.’ Wasn’t this said before? ‘Jñàna Yoga 
is for the followers of Sàëkhya, the Jñànis.  
 Also, Shankara says that the Lord prescribes the renunciation of all Vedic 
karma for a Jñàni, with the 13th éloka of the 5th chapter. This is, ‘Mentally 



renouncing all works, and self-controlled, the embodied being dwells happily in 
the 9-gated city, neither working nor causing others to work.’ ‘Tathà cha sarva 
karma saënyàsaë vakçyati ‘sarvakarmàåi manasà’ ityàdinà.’ Thus, this is said in 
the Gita itself. Therefore, Shankara concludes that the Vidvàn, one who knows 
the true nature of the Àtman, has the suitability to be established in Jñàna 
Niçâhà along with the renunciation of all karmas.  
 Then there is a doubt raised by the Pùrva Pakça. It says, ‘the Lord says in 
that éloka that karmas should be renounced mentally. Therefore, this 
renunciation surely doesn’t refer to the renunciation of karma performed by 
speech and body.’ ‘Nanu manasà iti vachanàt na vàchikànàë kàyikànàë cha 
saënyàsaã iti chet.’ So karma is primarily of three types, through speech, body, 
and mind. These three types of karma are primarily connected to the 
performance of Vedic karma. This is because there are these three kinds of karma 
in the performance of yàgas, etc. That’s why ‘karmas through speech,’ is shown 
in particular. Otherwise, the organ of speech is contained in the physical karmas. 
Karmas through speech means those through the tongue. So, the physical karmas 
include everything, from hands, feet, and so on. These karmas through speech 
should also be a part of physical karmas. However, a special place has been given 
that, as ‘vàchika karmas.’  

Otherwise we don’t specify into karmas of sight, or ‘karmas we hear.’ 
Instead, only these three are mentioned. This is because this kind of karma is 
most important in the Vedic karmas.  
 The karmas performed by the mind were discussed before. These are the 
resolves one has during the rites, ‘I am the doer.’ ‘I am the experiencer of the 
fruit of karma.’ These are mental karmas performed in rites such as sacrifices. In 
these sacrifices, the karmas of speech include the chanting of the specific mantras 
required for the rite. This chanting of mantras during the sacrifice is a very 
important factor. For each section of the rite, there are specific mantras that must 
be intoned. Therefore, this kind of karma is also given importance.  
 The pronunciation of the Vedas depends on the functioning of the tongue. 
That is why this kind of karma is given special importance. Then there are 
actions performed by the body, such as with the hands, feet, etc. This division of 



the three types of karma is primarily in reference to the Vedic karmas. Then later, 
this division has come to refer to our ordinary actions.  
 So, the questioner asks, ‘the Lord said to renounce karmas mentally. Isn’t 
that alone enough?’ This is a good question. It has a lot of logic and importance. 
This is because the Lord said, ‘renounce mentally.’ There is a verse in the 
Iéavàsya Upaniçad, ‘Tyaktvà Bhunjìthà.’ Some people interpret this as, ‘renounce 
everything mentally, and continue to experience the world. That is sanyassa.’ 
Some people say this. Here also, this is asked. ‘Isn’t it enough to renounce 
mentally, and continue actions through the body and speech?’ This concept is to 
experience everything with the body, while renouncing with the mind. This is a 
very pleasurable path, very easy. This is because one needs not renounce 
anything. If anyone asks, you simply say, ‘I am renouncing mentally.’ Very easy. 
This is also what is asked here.  
 Some prefer renunciation like this. Then they have the freedom to do 
anything, because they have the consolation, ‘I can renounce this mentally. This 
doesn’t affect me.’ That is an easy answer. Then one cannot blame anyone for 
doing wrong actions. If you try to catch them, they will say, ‘this doesn’t affect 
me. I have renounced mentally.’ This is an easy thing to say, but it isn’t practical.  
 Here, Shankara says that it is possible to renounce mentally. However, once 
karma is renounced by the mind, then there is no scope for karma in the body. 
Why? It is because the Lord says, ‘sarva karmàåi iti viéeçitatvàt.’ This means, 
‘renouncing ALL KARMAS mentally.’ So, what if the questioner says, ‘ok, one 
can renounce the parts of the Vedas that is done mentally, and perform the parts 
done with the body and speech, no?’ To this, Shankara says that the person 
should again take a close look at the verse, because the Lord says, ‘renouncing 
ALL KARMAS, mentally.’ Included in ‘all karmas,’ are karmas performed by 
speech, the body, and mentally, all of these. It is said in this way, because it is 
only possible to renounce karmas of the body and speech once one has 
renounced karma mentally. That is the meaning. This is, ‘na. Sarvakarmàåi iti 
viéeçitatvàt.’  
 Then the questioner raises another objection. ‘What if the Lord means, ‘all 
karmas performed mentally? Then one can perform karma through the body and 
speech.’ ‘Mànasànàm eva sarvakarmaåàm iti chet.’ This means that the words of 



the Lord should be interpreted as meaning, all karmas performed mentally, not 
the karmas of the body and speech. Then this would mean that a sanyassi should 
renounce karmas mentally, and continue their performance in the body and 
speech. Isn’t that correct?’  
 Shankara says, ‘No. That’s not possible. This is because without the activity 
of the mind, the body and speech have no scope for action.’ This is an important 
subject, because many, many commentators of the Gita say that the message of 
the Gita is, ‘perform all actions with the body, while renouncing mentally.’ 
Shankara says that is a big mistake. ‘Na. Manovyàpàra pùrvaktvàd 
vàkkàyavyàpàràåàë manovyàpàràbhàve tadanupapatteã.’ So, if the body and 
senses must act, the mind must be active behind them. If the mind stops being 
active, then the actions through the speech, body, and senses cannot occur.’ 
Therefore, if one renounces mentally, it goes without saying that the activities of 
the body will go.  
 Why? This is because the mind is the source of this activity. If there is no 
mind, action cannot occur. The body can be active only if the mind is active. If 
the mind stops all actions, then there can be no activity for the body. This is how 
Shankara proves that the Lord refers to the renunciation of all karmas.   
 What is the first thing a person does in the performance of Vedic rites, 
such as the sacrifice? The first thing one must do is to accept a mental resolve. 
The dikça in the beginning of the yagna is the resolve behind the karma. All of 
the other activities in the karma happen only after the performance of the yagna 
dikça. These are the actions of the body and speech. If one says, ‘I renounce this 
mentally,’ how then can one perform the karma with the body? Then that action 
will not occur for the body. That is what Shankara says.  
 Shankara says that if anyone says one can renounce karmas mentally, and 
perform them with the body, then that is wrong. He is telling us to think about 
this. When one performs sanyassa, renunciation, one has the resolve, ‘I 
renounce this.’ In the rite of sanyassa, one calls upon the 3 worlds as a witness, 
and firmly renounces karma. After that resolve of karma is renounced, a person 
can again perform karma only if he again mentally accepts that resolve of karma. 
Otherwise, the performance of karma is not possible. This is because a sankalpa, 
or resolve is needed. Thus, Shankara says, the activity of the body and speech 



depends on the activity of the mind. ‘Manovyàpàra pùrvakatvàt 
vàkkàyavyàpàràåàë.’  
 All of the actions of the body, senses, and speech take place only when the 
mind is active. Then, if there is no activity of the mind, there can be no activity 
for the senses, body, and speech. ‘Manovyàpàra abhàve tad anupapatteã.’ That 
doesn’t happen. An example is sleep. There is no mental activity in deep sleep. 
There is not a single resolve about karma there. Therefore, karmas don’t take 
place in sleep.  
 We may then ask, ‘doesn’t a person perform inhalation and exhalation 
then? The answer is that at that time, the very subtle activities of the Prana meant 
for sustaining life will occur. That is a spontaneous activity of life. For this, the 
mind will be active in an extremely subtle way. The most suble level of the 
antaãkaraåa, in the form of Pràåa, sustains the life of the individual in this way. 
Therefore, only the actions that depend on this subtle level will take place at that 
time.  
 Then someone may ask, ‘what about people who sleepwalk?’ That is from 
the activity of the mind. They must have seen a dream or something. Therefore, 
this happens from the activity of the mind. If the mind functions in sleep, it 
becomes a dream. That is a different state of consciousness. Then, it is the same 
as the waking state. There will be activity in the body, etc. However, in deep 
sleep, suçupti, what is there? There is not a single action of the body or speech. If 
any activity of the body takes place for the sustenance of life, it comes from the 
pulse of Pràåa. Pràåa and the mind are the same thing. Through the pulse of the 
Pràåa, these life-sustaining activities continue in deep sleep. That is the best 
example.  
 
 Therefore, if a person says he renounces all actions mentally, it means that 
he will be in the state of deep sleep. Then, there will be no power to move the 
body as one likes. In that state, there is no will. But the questioner’s argument 
that one should renounce karmas mentally and perform them with the body is 
different from this. The person merely says this in words. However, it is not 
something that can ever be possible.  



 But the person will boldly declare this, if we ask ‘you shouldn’t do that. 
Why are doing that?’ They will say, ‘I am not doing anything mentally. Only the 
body is acting.’ However, once they are caught and punished, they will realize the 
mistake. Then when they feel pain, they will not think, ‘this pain only belongs to 
the body, not the mind.’ So, this attitude should be tested, if anyone claims this. 
They should be tested in this way immediately.  
 They will immediately realize, ‘the action is in the mind.’ If they claim that 
there is no karma in the mind, this is the best test. It can be done right away. If 
anyone touches their body, they feel pain. Where does that pain come to? It 
comes to the mind. After the pain is felt in the mind, it is felt in the body. 
Therefore, we can immediately prove false the claim; ‘there is only the body in 
karma, not the mind.’ If anyone claims this, there is no need for us to check in 
Shankara’s commentary for the answer. We can know right away without 
reading. 
 Therefore, we should examine the person who says, ‘karma exists for the 
body, not the mind.’ Shankara refutes this by saying, ‘the activity of the body and 
speech follow the activity of the mind.’ ‘Manovyàpàra pùrvakatvàt 
vàkkàyavyàpàràåàë.’ Also, ‘Manovyàpara abhàve tad anupapatteã.’ This is true 
psychology. Where there is no activity of the mind, there can be no activity of the 
body.  
 There are three steps to karma; knowledge – desire – karma. This a 
generally accepted rule, not something only found in Advaita. This is found in all 
philosophies in India. If a person must perform an action, there must first be 
knowledge in the mind. This can be consciously or unconsciously. Either way, 
knowledge will be there. This knowledge develops into iccha, desire. This desire 
is what prompts the Jiva to perform the action. This desire can be gross or subtle. 
Sometimes the desire will be subtle, in the form of mental impressions (vasanas). 
Or it can also be grossly manifest.  
 When we are asleep, we continue to inhale and exhale. This life-sustaining 
activity comes from the subtlest desire in the individual. This will function in the 
form of the mental impressions. That is how these life-sustaining activities occur. 
Even there, there is a subtle consciousness. That subtle awareness controls these 
activities. Even though the gross awareness is absent, the subtle awareness 



continues these activities in the body. In this way, life is sustained in the body. 
The connection of Prana with the body is also caused from subtle awareness and 
subtle will.  
 When we are in the waking state, these factors become grossly manifest. So, 
wherever there is activity, not just in the human being, but in all of Nature, there 
is a subtle or gross form of will (iccha), and behind, a form of awareness as well. 
That is what believers in the existence of God say is the proof of God’s existence. 
This is because movement is seen, even in inert objects. Therefore, behind the 
movement of inert objects is the Will of God, and God’s Awareness. This is 
what is referred to as the Universal Will, or Universal Consciousness. These are 
the sankalpas of God as Hiranyagarbha and Vaiévàyana. This becomes the cause 
to all the movement in the entire Creation. 
 Therefore, behind every movement, and action, there will exist both will, 
and knowledge. This is said even in the érutis. ‘Tad aichata.’ Then the Lord 
willed, in the beginning of Creation, may I, the One, become many.’ This is the 
beginning of karma. The phrase, ‘to become many,’ refers to karma. Thus, 
behind every kind of karma, there must be a mental sankalpa behind it. 
Otherwise, there can be no karma.  
 When seen in this way, how is it that people have gained such a 
misinterpretation? Suppose we are speaking about Karma Yoga. It is said, ‘when 
you perform actions as Karma Yoga, you can have attitude of the detachment of 
the Inner Self.’ This is the remembrance that the Àtman is free from attachment 
and ego, detached, etc.’ A person can have this mental attitude, or bhàva. 
Otherwise, he can meditate on the true nature of the Self. What happens for such 
a person who meditates like this? A Karma Yogi accepts several different mental 
attitudes, such as ‘the senses are acting among their objects, but I am in truth the 
embodiment of the Self. These objects do not affect me.’ Otherwise, the person 
can adopt the attitude of a Witness to the actions. Thus, these are the resolves a 
Karma Yogi accepts while performing karma. What are these sankalpas? They are 
not resolves about the activity of the mind. Instead, they are resolves about the 
true nature of the Self. There is no point in saying that a person has no karmic 
activity in the mind because of these resolves. This resolve itself is an activity of 
the mind.  



 That is where some have a misinterpretation. They think that this resolve is 
the renunciation of karma. This is a misinterpretation. They say, ‘I renounce 
mentally.’ Then what happens? The person doesn’t have the attitude that there is 
no karma. He doesn’t have the bhàva that activity doesn’t occur. Instead, there, 
the mind is active. In all activity, the mind will be active. It is just that there is no 
activity for the Àtman. It isn’t possible to think about the absence of activity in 
the mind. However, a person can mentally refute the existence of activity in the 
Self. ‘None of this occurs in the Self.’ When this happens, this refuting of karma 
in the Self is also an activity. Therefore, the mind is constantly active.  
 Misinterpreting this, some say, ‘I renounce mentally.’ This doesn’t mean 
that activity in the mind is renounced. It merely means that activity doesn’t occur 
in the Àtman, that’s all. One cannot avoid the mental activity merely from this 
resolve. This resolve itself is an activity of the mind. So, without distinguishing 
between these, what does a person say? ‘I renounce everything mentally.’ These 
things aren’t in the mind; they are only for the body.’ That is not the Truth. 
Everything exists within the mind.  
 One can have the attitude that actions don’t occur in the Àtman. Or, one 
can think about the nature of the Self. He can contemplate (manana). What is 
manana? It is an activity of the mind. One can have the manana that these 
activities don’t belong to the Self. These don’t take place in the Self, but in the 
mind.’ This is what one can think. However, because of that thought, one cannot 
consider that there is no activity in the mind. That’s not possible. We are 
constantly in activity, worldly actions.  
 
 For now, disregard the karmas of the Vedas. When we perform ordinary 
actions, the most we can think is, ‘this action is produced from Ignorance. In the 
Truth, I am the embodiment of the Supreme Consciousness. In my true nature, 
the Atman, this action doesn’t take place.’ This is said in the Gita. 
‘Indriyànìndriyàrtheçu Vartante Iti Dhàrayan.’ The Sage has the firm 
determination that the senses act among their objects, while the Self remains 
detached. This is the feeling, ‘In truth, I have no relationship with this. This 
feeling ‘I am doing’ is caused from Ignorance.’  



 Here, the sàdhak thinks, ‘I am not the mind, body, or senses. In Truth, I 
am the Self.’ In this way, no matter how we think, for how long we think, or in 
what attitude, the activity cannot be removed from the mind. This attitude can 
help strengthen our identification with the Self, as opposed to with the intellect 
and ego. It can help weaken the influence of Ignorance on us. It can weaken the 
attachment of the ego with the body and senses. Or, it can bring the ego in 
contact with the Self. Thus, through this bhàva, several things are possible. 
However, it isn’t possible through this to eliminate the activity of the mind in 
karma.  
 Despite all of these practices and techniques, when the body is performing 
action, the mind will also have the necessary activity. This can be grossly or 
subtlely manifested. Suppose we are immersed deep in thought, and we perform 
action. Even at that time, the mind is subtlely behind the actions of the body. If 
the connection of the mind and body is disconnected, then the person will either 
enter deep sleep or samadhi. The body will become motionless. Then it won’t 
become possible to move the body.  
 So for any kind of activity of the body, the mind must be behind it. 
Therefore, it is completely irrelevant to say, ‘I have renounced everything 
mentally, and continue to act with the body.’ This isn’t possible for anyone. It is 
people who misinterpret the scriptures who say this. Just from having the bhava 
of the detachment of one’s true Self while performing actions won’t eliminate the 
activity of the mind. Through that bhàva, a person can strengthen his or her 
identification with the Àtman. Otherwise, he can prevent himself from becoming 
bound to the ego. Or, he can meditate that the limited ego is truly the 
embodiment of the Self. This can be in several ways. These are different ways 
that Karma Yogi trains the mind in the performance of karma. However, it isn’t 
possible for these eliminate the activity of the mind during the performance of 
action.  
 Whether in bhàva, or contemplation, the mind will still be in constant 
activity. In general, all actions can be performed, only with the presence of the 
mind. Whenever our presence of mind is lost, we can tell the difference in the 
activity. In some actions, through constant practice, the mind will not need to 
function on the gross level. Then it will function on the subtle level. This refers 



to actions that we perform constantly. So what happens when we perform actions 
without the gross presence of the mind? The actions become mechanical. Then, it 
is the subtle mind that is functioning. The activity of the mind is there as well. 
Therefore, Shankara says, ‘manovyàpàràbhàve,’ it is impossible to renounce the 
activity of the mind, and perform actions externally.’  
 So, Shankara quoted the Gita as saying, ‘Renouning all karmas.’ In the 
view of the commentator, this refers to the renunciation of Vedic ordained 
karmas. He says that when these karmas are renounced mentally, then the 
external performance of them becomes impossible. These karmas must be 
renounced primarily through the mind. Therefore, it is resolve, sankalpa, which 
is of utmost importance in Sanyassa. It is the primary factor of the renunciation 
of karma, karma tyàga. What does it mean to renounce one’s sankalpa? This 
means to renounce the karma mentally. Then the action will cease to be 
performed by the body. That is the meaning.  
 Thus, these are the answers given by Shankara to the questioner in the 
commentary. I don’t know the reason for these questions in the commentary, but 
I have given my view of this. In summary, if anyone thinks that Karma Yoga is 
the renouncing of karmas mentally, while continuing their performance through 
the body, then that view is opposed by Shankara here. Don’t think that I am 
opposing. I am only saying what it says in the commentary. I am not saying my 
personal opinion.  
 Then again, a question will come from the Pùrva Pakça. The questioner 
asks, ‘éàstrìyàåàë,’ the karmas spoken of in he Vedas, vàkkàyakarmaåàë,’ 
performed through speech and body, kàraåàni mànasàni,’ the cause of these is 
mental. ‘karmàåi varjayitvà anyàni sarvakarmàåi manasà saënyasyet iti chet.’ So, 
‘éastrìyàåàë,’ of the karmas enjoined by the Vedas, ‘vàkkàyakarmaåàë 
kàråànàni mànasàni karmàni,’ the mental activity that causes the actions through 
speech and body, ‘varjayitvà,’ excepting these mental karmas, ‘anyàni 
sarvakarmàåi,’ all other karmas, ‘manasà saëyasyet,’ should be renounced 
mentally, ‘iti chet,’ what if this is what the Lord meant?’  
 The questioner is trying to prove in some way that sanyassa in mental. He 
is aiming at proving that the Lord refers to sanyassa through the mind. When we 
normally talk about mental renunciation, we are talking about having the bhava, 



or attitude of detachment. That is not sanyassa, renunciation. It is contemplation 
on the nature of our True Self. Sanyassa is not contemplation or having the 
attitude of identification with the Àtman. This can take place while performing 
actions, because it is not an obstacle to the performance of actions. The karmas 
will continue on their path.  This is a sàdhana performed for strengthening one’s 
awareness of the Self.  
 All of that will help lead one to sanyassa. Even though these mental 
practices help lead one to mental renunciation, this is not of itself sanyassa. That 
is what it says here. Sanyassa is the renunciation of karma. There, the mental 
resolve is renounced, as well as the external performance. Therefore, the 
renunciation of karma, and identification with the Àtman are two different 
things. This is because in contemplating the Self, there is still the activity of the 
mind.  
 So, the questioner interprets the Lord’s words in this way. He says that the 
éloka means to put aside the karmas done mentally in the performance of 
scripture-enjoined rites. Let those continue, and may all other karmas be 
renounced mentally. This means to renounce mentally all other ordinary karmas. 
What if this is the meaning? This is the question to Shankara.  
 Shankara says, ‘No, again. The Gita cannot be interpreted in that way. 
Why? It is because the Gita itself says, ‘Naiva kurvan na kàrayan.’ The Atman 
neither acts nor causes to act.’ ‘Na. ‘Naiva kurvan na kàrayan’ iti viéeçaåàt.’ For 
whatever reason, the questioner is unable to accept that sanyassa is the 
renunciation of karmas. Shankara says that sanyassa is attained only through this 
renunciation of all Vedic karmas. The questioner has the doubt, ‘is that 
possible?’  
 The sequence of sàdhana according to Shankara is as follows; karma – 
karma Yoga – Karma Sanyassa. The questioner finds it very difficult to accept this 
order of stages. So, he again asks, ‘Isn’t it true that the renunciation of all karmas 
is possible only for a dead person, not a living one?’ ‘’Sarvakarmasaënyàsaã 
ayaë bhagavatà uktaã mariçyataã na jìvataã iti chet.’ He asks, ‘is this shloka 
referring to a person who is dying, or a dead person?’ Then how can this 
renunciation of all karmas be possible?’ These words by the Lord refer to a dead 
person, ‘mariçyataã,’ not a living one, ‘na jìvataã.’ This is clear.  



 Shankara replies to this, ‘No, because the Lord also says, ‘while seated in 
the 9-gated city of the body, the Sage neither acts nor causes action.’ ‘Na, 
‘navadvàre pure dehì àste’ iti.’ This means that sanyassa takes place in this body 
itself. It occurs while one still occupies he body. This éloka indicates the nature of 
the Àtman, as actionless. Therefore, this sanyassa isn’t meant for a dead person, 
but a living one. Just because there is no karma for a dead body, doesn’t mean 
that sanyassa occurs there. The person must be alive in the body for sanyassa to 
occur. ‘Iti viéeçaåànupapatteã.’ This means that sanyassa is only for a person 
alive in this body. It must happen while in the body. Next it explains in what 
condition this happens.  
 Shankara says, ‘if a person performs the renunciation of all karmas, and 
then dies, will he still be able to remain in the body after death?’ No, that’s not 
possible. It’s not possible to take sarva karma sanyassa, and remain in the body 
after death. ‘Na hi sarvakarmasaënyàsena mätasya tad dehe àsanaë saëbhavati.’  
 Therefore, this renunciation of karma refers to a person who dwells in the 
9-gated-city of the body, as mentioned before, but who is identified with the true 
nature of the Àtman, and not the body. Thus, for one who has accomplished this 
renunciation, after death, he is not associated with the body, but the Self.  
 Then, another question from the questioner. ‘What if the éloka doesn’t 
mean ‘seated in the body,’ but instead, ‘renouncing in the body the sense of 
acting and causing to act?’ This may sound confusing. If we look at the éloka we 
can understand this doubt. The shloka, ‘sarvakarmàåi manasà saënyasyàste 
sukhaë vaéì, navadvàre pure deãì naiva kurvan na kàrayan.’ The questioner asks 
if the construction could be interpreted as, ‘sarvakarmàåi navadvàre pure,’ all of 
the actions in the body, ‘manasà saënasya, ‘having renounced these.’  
 In this way, the questioner says that this éloka could be interpreted that 
karma sanyassa, the renunciation of the Vedic karmas, is only at the time of 
death. This is the part, ‘Akurvataã akàrayataã cha dehe saënyasya iti 
saëbandhaã na dehe àste iti chet.’ In this way, the shloka can mean, renouncing 
all karmas in the body mentally.’ Then, it could mean that this occurs at the time 
of death. Then, the person remains as the embodiment of the Àtman. What if 
this is said?  



 Shankara again refutes the questioner’s doubt. He says that the éloka 
should be interpreted as, ‘while the embodied soul is in the body, he should 
renounce all karmas mentally, and abide happily and self-controlled.’ It should 
not interpreted according to the questioner, which, one should renounce all 
actions in the body and abide happily, etc.’ So, what does Shankara say? 
Shankara says that sanyassa must take place while the embodied soul is still in 
the body. And what about the questioner? He says that such sanyassa cannot 
happen.  
 So, Shankara says, ‘Na, sarvatra àtmanaã avikriyatvàvadhàraåàt.’ Here it 
says that the Atman is completely devoid of modifications and change, 
everywhere. Then Shankara says, ‘the act of sitting requires a location, while 
renunciation does not.’ This is, ‘àsanakriyàyàã cha adhikaraåàpekçatvàt.’ What is 
sanyassa? Sanyassa is not the act of setting aside a place. Instead, it is the act of 
renouncing all places. It is not the act of imposing karma onto the body, but the 
renouncing of karmas. Sanyassa is the renunciation of adhikaraåa. Why? 
Shankara says that one shouldn’t interpret the word ‘saënyàsa’ in the opposite 
meaning. The meaning of sanyassa given by the questioner was to deposit all 
karmas onto the body. However, Shankara points out that the word ‘sanyassa’ 
doesn’t mean ‘to deposit.’  Instead, it has the meaning of tyaga, renunciation. 
This is complete renunciation, of speech, and body. This is samnyàsaã. This is, 
‘tad anapekçatvàt cha saënyàsasya. Saëpùrvaã tu nyàsaéabdaã atra tyàgàrthaã.’ 
The word sanyassa indicates tyaga, renunciation.  
 
 This is said in particular because the word ‘nyàsaã’ can sometimes mean ‘to 
place, deposit.’ There is the word, ‘vinyàsa.’ This means, ‘to make a progression.’ 
Taking the word ‘nyàsa’ like this, one may mistakenly say that samnyàsa means 
to place all karmas onto the body. However, because of the prefix, ‘saë,’ the 
word saënyàsa has the meaning of rejecting, renouncing. This means to reject 
karmas of the body, speech, and mind. That is the meaning. Therefore, Shankara 
says that it is never possible to renounce mentally, and continue actions with the 
speech and body.  
 If someone says this, it simply means that they perform action, while have 
the attitude, (bhàva) of the detachment of the Àtman. That is what is meant. If it 



is a Jñàni, then karmas do not occur. And what about the external karmas that 
we see? The commentator explained before, that we cannot see those as karma. 
Why? It is because all actions performed without the sense of doership cannot be 
considered as karma. Karma exists, depending on the feeling of doer-ship. If that 
doership is destroyed in an individual, then the actions performed by that person 
are not karma.  
 The Gita will say in the 3rd chapter, ‘he who sees unaction in action, and 
action in unaction, is Wise.’ So, some people will ask, ‘isn’t it enough to simply 
do this, to perform karma while seeing unaction? If a person performs karma 
with the attitude that the True Self is unaffected and actionless, then is the 
renunciation of karma necessary?’ Some people think like this. This is the same 
as the question, ‘can’t a person renounce karma mentally, while continuing to 
perform with the body?’  
 We can perform karma while seeing unaction. How? While acting with the 
senses, body, and mind, we can have the attitude that the Self is actionless. 
There, we accept that in the performance of action, the mind, body, and senses 
are active. There the renunciation of karma doesn’t occur. There, karma will 
continue to occur. However, there is a difference between the karma of an Ajñàni 
and the Karma Yogi. What are the actions of the Ajñàni? The Ajñàni performs 
karma merely out of the feeling of doer-ship. He doesn’t have any identification 
with the True Àtman.  
 
 In truth, doer-ship doesn’t exist for the Àtman. This feeling of doer-ship 
exists only for the Ajñàni, one who is ignorant of the Self’s true nature. 
Therefore, the Ajñàni performs karma with the firm determination that the 
Àtman is the experiencer of the fruits of karma. And what about the Karma Yogi? 
His experience is ‘I am performing karma.’ ‘I experience the fruits of karma.’ 
Even though this is his direct experience, it is not the Truth. In the Truth, ‘I am 
not the doer of karma, and do not experience the fruits of karma. In the Truth, I 
am the embodiment of the Supreme Consciousness, the Self.’ With this 
determination, the Karma Yogi performs karma.  
  That is what is meant when it says that the Karma Yogi sees ‘unaction in 
action.’ This is because the Karma Yogi has the attitude that he is the 



embodiment of the Àtman, the Supreme Consciousnesss. However, this doesn’t 
mean that there is no karma for his mind, body, and senses. That is why such a 
sàdhak is called a Karma Yogi. This means that for such an aspirant, ‘karma 
exists.’  
 Then, is there a necessity of karma sanyassa for such a sàdhak? Is it 
necessary for him to renounce externally? This is the question. Yes. This is 
because external renunciation is necessary even for a Karma Yogi. How? The 
Karma Yogi rejects the kàmya and niçidha karmas, which are prohibited by the 
Vedas and are performed for attaining a result. Therefore, that is the karma tyaga 
of the Karma Yogi. The Karma Yogi renounces the kàmya and niçidha karmas, 
and performs the other Vedic karmas, as an offering to the Lord, while 
renouncing the ego. Otherwise, we can say that this means the ordinary karmas 
that we perform now.  
 If the desire for attainment of a result comes into the karma, then the 
performer is not a Karma Yogi. If one performs actions with desire for their fruit, 
one is an Ajñàni. Such a person cannot be considered a Karma Yogi. A Karma 
Yogi must possess all of the qualities specified here in the Gita. Thus, a Karma 
Yogi must all have Karma Tyaga, the external renunciation of karma. It isn’t 
enough for him to renounce mentally alone. The kàmya and niçidha karmas 
must be renounced externally. After having renounced these karmas mentally, 
one cannot perform them physically. Thus, karmas performed for attainment of a 
result, as well as karmas that are prohibited by the Vedas are renounced by the 
Karma Yogi.  
 If it is in a Vedic background, the Karma Yogi renounces the sacrifices that 
are aimed at the attainment of heaven. These karmas, such as sacrifices, as well as 
prohitibed karmas, are thus rejected. However, the sadhak at this point is still 
under the influence of the feeling of doer-ship. Therefore, he continues to 
perform the other 2 kinds of Vedic karma; nitya and naimitta. These are daily 
Vedic rights, such as the fire-sacrifice, and the karmas related to one’s children. 
So karma is needed for a Karma Yogi. In the view of a Vedic-society, the person 
rejects the kàmya and niçidha karmas, and continues to perform the nitya and 
naimitta karmas. While performing these remaining karmas, the person cannot 



become influenced by desire. If desire comes into the performance of the karma, 
then he cannot be considered as a Karma Yogi.  
 The ego shouldn’t enter into the performance of karma. Then he cannot be 
called a Karma Yogi. Likes and dislikes cannot enter. When any of these enter 
the performance of the karma, the person is not a Karma Yogi. That karma 
becomes the karma of an Ajñàni. Therefore, the phrase, ‘to see unaction in 
action,’ doesn’t mean the external renunciation of karma. In that circumstance, 
karma will continue to be performed. However, that karma is performed in a 
controlled manner. That karma is not like the karma of the Ajñàni. How does 
that control come? It is because the person rejects the kàmya and niçidha karmas.  
 Thus, the sàdhak becomes established in sadàchàra, dharmic conduct. 
Duràchàras, adharmic conduct, will no longer be possible. If a person performs 
adharma and says, ‘I am detached. These don’t affect me,’ then that isn’t Karma 
Yoga. Such a person is not a Karma Yogi. So, when a Karma Yogi performs 
action while seeing the unaction of the Àtman, this is not Karma Tyàga, the 
renunciation of karma. It is true that in a certain sense, he renounces karma, 
because he renounces the kàmya and niçidha karmas. However, he has not 
attained Sarva Karma Sanyassa, the renunciation of all karmas. A person who has 
this Karma Tyàga does not necessarily have Karma Sanyassa. He will be striving 
for that state.  
 
 Purity of mind (chitta éuddhi) is needed for Karma Sanyassa. For that 
purpose, the sàdhak performs Karma Yoga. We should understand the 
differences between these terms clearly. This is said very clearly here. Shankara 
has made this very clear in the commentary. It shows in the commentary each 
and every level in the performance of actions.  
 Thus, we said that even a Karma Yogi needs external renunciation. Even 
for him, there are several karmas that must be renounced externally. It isn’t 
possible to perform all karmas as Karma Yoga. What does it mean to perform 
one’s svadharma as Karma Yoga? It means to externally reject all karmas that 
should be rejected, and perform the remaining karmas as one’s svadharma. In 
that way, the person must perform these karmas without desire for their results, 
renouncing the ego, and as an offering to the Lord. Even when the person 



performs karmas in this way as Karma Yoga, the feeling of doer-ship will be 
deeply impressed in the mind. That is made weak through the Karma Yoga. 
Thus, when mental purity is gained through the practice of Karma Yoga, this 
feeling of doership will diminish. When that happens, these karmas drop away 
from the sàdhak. If he so chooses, these karmas can continue externally, or they 
can be allowed to drop away externally as well. Both can happen.  
 Some Yogis feel that there is no need to continue, while others continue the 
performance of karmas. Both can happen. After Karma Sanyassa, some Yogis 
continue the performance of karmas, excepting kàmya and niçidha karmas, while 
these are allowed to drop away for others. Both can happen. This Karma 
Sanyassa can be manifest externally, while some others continue to perform 
karma externally. This is how Mahàtmas perform actions for the good of the 
world. In that case, the karmas will continue.  
 Therefore, we should understand clearly how and in who are the 
performance of Karma Sanyassa, Karma Yoga, and the karma of the Ajñàni. 
Otherwise, we will become confused. For us, if we must consider the ordinary 
actions we perform as Karma Yoga, what is necessary? We must externally reject 
the prohibited karmas, and karmas that are performed with desire for their result. 
These karmas create the defect of karma. So, we should know how and why 
karma must be renounced.  
 This is why karma is a very dangerous thing. Why? It is because a person 
without the suitability gained through mental purity (chitta éuddhi) cannot reject 
karmas. That is the danger. Even if a person desires to renounce karma, if he 
doesn’t have the maturity for this, it is not possible. What about for a Karma 
Yogi? The Karma Yogi is forced to perform karma. Why? It is because he still has 
the feeling of doer-ship in the intellect. He can only perform karma. He thus has 
to perform karma, discriminating between what is necessary and unnecessary.  
 If the Karma Yogi loses this discrimination and begins to perform 
unnecessary karmas, then he has fallen. Then he is not a Karma Yogi. All that he 
has done becomes useless in that moment. The Lord says in the Gita, ‘svalpaë 
apyasya dharmasya tràyate mahato bhayàt.’ ‘Even a little of the performance of 
this Dharma will save one from great fear.’ The Lord in the section about Karma 
Yoga says this. ‘If you perform even a little of this, it will do you good.’ Even if 



this is said, once the vasanas take control of the karmas, then the person will fall. 
That has already been decided.  
 This is the harm, or defect of karma. It isn’t possible for us to leave our 
likes, or desires. While experiencing that one is the doer, it isn’t possible to avoid 
performing actions according to one’s desire. The Karma Yogi constantly 
performs his svadharma. If in this situation, where the performs his svadhama 
along with the feeling of doer-ship, he may lose his discrimination, or become 
influenced by Ignorance, or laziness, then the inner force of vsanas to will control 
his performance of krma. Then the person will turn to unnecessary karmas, and 
to adharmic acts.  
 Then the attention of the person will turn to adharmic actions, and 
prohibited karmas. That becomes the downfall of the Karma Yogi. This fall 
happens in an instant. It is true that the good actions he performed before that 
will help him. That is what is called a ‘Yoga bhraçâan,’ one who has fallen from 
Yoga. That is the condition the person reaches. Therefore, a Karma Yogi is 
unable to renounce Karma. Then there is another danger in karma.  
 That which prompts one to perform Karma Yoga is the person’s knowledge 
of Karma Yoga. Knowledge is a modification of mind, a vätti. This subject was 
discussed in the beginning of the commentary. This is, ‘kàmobhavàt.’ Shankara 
said that Dharma had been faithfully practiced in a certain age in society. During 
this time, of the strict performance of Dharma, ‘kàmobhavàt.’ ‘Desire manifested, 
within the people.’ That is the greatest danger in Karma Yoga. ‘Kàmobhavàt.’ 
That can happen. The person’s mind can turn to desire.  
 Then the Yoga of the karma becomes destroyed. The possibility of this is 
always in Karma Yoga. Then the karma we perform will be only to be recognized 
as Karma Yoga. What is the result? The karma will be influenced by likes and 
dislikes. That is the danger of karma. Bad desires may enter the performance of 
karma. Then this Yoga will be completely destroyed. Samatvam, or 
evenmindedness, will be destroyed. Then that karma itself will destroy the 
person. Karma can destroy the Karma Yogi. That is the greatest danger in karma.  
 The person becomes immersed in karma. He will forget everything else. 
That is a danger in karma, that can occur at any time. The person then forgets all 
of the principles behind the performance of Karma Yoga, and becomes madly 



identified with the karma. He becomes immersed in Karma. His interest in 
spiritual matters will be lost. The possibility of those who perform karma having 
a downfall like this is very big. The person’s taste in spirituality will diminish. 
More interest will come into karma. The interest in karma will multiply. That is 
why Shankara says, ‘kàmobhavàt.’ ‘Desire was born.’ This is what can happen in 
karma.  
 Then, when one’s interest in spiritual matters diminishes, one’s interest 
will turn to other things; money, ‘women and gold,’ etc. When that happens, 
whether it is a Sanyassi or a Brahmachari, he will fall. He will have a downfall. 
He will fall from his position. Thus, there is a great danger lying within karma. 
This danger can make the Karma Yogi fall from Yoga. Therefore, only a person 
with great alertness and awareness can be saved through Karma Yoga.  
 
 But what do we think? ‘We turned to the spiritual path. We entered the 
aéram, and perform work.’ Or, we perform work while at the home. Whether it is 
in the aéram or the home is not that important. Some people, after joining the 
aéram, feel that they had more peace of mind at home. Then, what happens 
there? Sometimes that karma is not Karma Yoga. That karma, in truth, will 
continuously destroy the person. That karma will become a means for 
strengthening one’s vàsanas.  
 It is enough if we are alert with ourselves. Some people say this. ‘All of the 
enthusiasm we had when we came to the ashram is gone.’ The alertness, faith, 
and spiritual one had after joining the aéram will slowly fade away. That is a very 
dangerous thing. If this same thing happens in society, it will destroy the society. 
The possibility of such a downfall is always present. Our éraddhà can diminish. 
Then, our interest will increase in karma, and our interest in other spiritual 
matters will diminish. One will perform karma will enthusiasm. We will think, 
‘that’s a good thing. He’s doing work with sincerity, isn’t he?’ We will thus praise 
the person. However, in truth, the person is being continuously destroyed. He 
will not have any interest in spiritual matters. He will have no interest in satsang, 
or in mantra japa or meditation. He will spend more and more time being 
immersed in karma.  



 Therefore, a person practicing Karma Yoga must find time for practicing 
meditation, japa, and other spiritual practices, such as contemplating the Self, etc. 
If the person doesn’t find time for these, and simply becomes immersed in 
karma, there is no way that person can make the world better. If a person 
becomes destroyed like this, and tries to make the world good, it will culminate 
in danger. This is the danger of Karma Yoga. This fall, or chyuti, can happen at 
any time. This fall is lying within karma. Therefore, we must be aware of this. 
Then what is needed do avoid this? The mind must be constantly situated in 
satsang, and other spiritual matters. The mind must constantly have the taste for 
spirituality. Otherwise, in time, the person will gradually be destroyed.  
 There is an old song. ‘Màyàmayam i prapancha kàryangalill peyavayi 
valanyu pokate nitanam.’ All things of the universe are products of Màyà, Great 
Illusion. This is true, whether it is karma or Karma Yoga. So, the prayer is, 
‘please don’t let me become trapped crazily in Màyà, like a mad dog.’ So while 
performing karma Yoga, the person may be thrown off the path, and be diverted. 
This is where the person becomes trapped in the madness of karma. That is like 
a mad dog. It will bite and harm others, and it will be destroyed.  
 So, the message is to not destroy oneself while stepping down to make the 
world good. This is matter of Karma Yoga that should be given one’s utmost 
attention. Therefore, the Upaniçads say, ‘Shirasa dhàrà niéudhat duratyayà.’ They 
say that the spiritual path is like walking on the razor’s edge.’ That requires great 
practice, and is also full of danger. So, we must all be very aware and alert about 
this matter. The Gita says, ‘éraddhavàn labhate jñànàë,’ One with éhraddha, 
faith, attains Knowledge. This éraddha is always needed. Without éraddha, it isn’t 
possible to progress in anything.  
 Therefore, the mind should be constantly situated in satsang. Constant 
wakefulness is necessary. Constant éraddha is needed. The mind should be 
constantly situated in bhakti, and faith. Only if the mind is situated constantly in 
this way, can the person proceed in Karma Yoga. Otherwise, the likes and 
dislikes of the mind will increase from karma. The mind will lose its tranquility. 
When that happens, the person will make other people lose their peace of mind. 
When everyone loses their mental peace like this, it becomes a big group. That is 
something that Karma Yogis must pay very close attention to.  



 Therefore, Shankara is concluding all of the things stated in this part of 
commentary. What is that? It says, ‘tasmàt,’ therefore, ‘gìtàéàstre,’ in the Gita, 
‘àtmajñànavataã saënyàse eva adhikàraã,’ the Àtmajñàni is qualified for 
sanyassa alone. ‘Na karmaåi,’ he is not qualified for the performance of karma. 
This means that the Vedas do not have the authority to order the Jñàni to again 
perform any kind of karma, whether it is the kàmya karmas, niçidha karmas. In 
the state of the Jñàni, the injunctions of the Vedas cannot exist. The Vedas cease 
to be a pramàåa for the Jñàni. The Jñàni is the pramàåa of the Vedas.  
 The Jñàni is Muktan. Therefore, the Jñàni doesn’t have to consult with the 
injunctions of the Vedas, before performing action. Instead, for the Vedas to 
function, it must consult with the Jñàni. ‘Iti tatra tatra upariçâàt 
àtmajñànaprakaraåe daréayiçyàmaã.’ This means that this concept will continue 
in the Gita. ‘Upariçâàt,’ in the section after this, ‘àtmajñànaprakaraåe,’ in the 
true nature of Self-knowledge, ‘daréayiçyàmaã,’ will continue to be explained.  
 What then is Shankara saying? Shankara says that all of the matters said are 
sapramana, based on scriptural authority. All of the matters said are based in the 
authority of the érutis, and not mere imagination. That is the meaning. Shankara 
says that through the authority of the Gita, all of the matters explained will be 
made clear. Therefore, we must clearly understand Shankara’s opinion of the 
meaning of what the Gita says about Karma Yoga, Sanyassa, and other matters.  
 There may be another book with a different interpretation than Shankara. 
That is fine. Each àchàrya will have a clear opinion about the meaning of the 
Gita. However, here we should understand Shankara’s opinion, clearly. That is 
what we are trying to do. Now we can take a look at the éloka.   

Vedà, avinàéinaë, nityaë, yaã, enaë, ajaë, avyayaë. This can start from 
the word ‘yaã,’ whoever, ‘enaë,’ this, the Self, ‘ajaë,’ as birthless, ‘avyayaë,’ as 
immutable, ‘nityaë,’ eternal, ‘avinàéinaë,’ as indestructible, ‘vedà,’ knows, 
‘pàrtha,’ O Arjuna, ‘kathaë saã puruçaã,’ how can he, ‘kaë hanti,’ who will he 
slay?, ‘kaë ghàtayati,’ whom will he cause to slay?’  
 The commentary said that this is not a question. The phrase, ‘kaë hanti?’ 
means, ‘he does not kill.’ The phrase ‘kaë ghàtayati,’ means ‘he doesn’t cause 
anyone to slay.’ We should understand the éloka in this way. This sentence is not 



in the form of a doubt, or question. The ‘kathaë,’ here means ‘na,’ does not. It 
is meant for refuting. This means that the Jñàni doesn’t slay or cause to slay.  
 This is because Arjuna thought, ‘I will become their killer.’ So, Sri Käçåa 
says, ‘the Atman doesn’t slay.’ Because Arjuna also thought, ‘the Lord is making 
me slay them,’ Käçåa says, ‘the Àtman doesn’t cause to slay.’ The statement, ‘he 
doesn’t cause to kill,’ is not in the worldly level of experience. Instead, this is said 
from the level of the Atman. We should also understand that. If it is in the 
worldly level of experience, we will have to say that one does cause another to 
slay. We will have to say that the Lord gives Arjuna encouragement to perform 
karma.   
 What did Arjuna do? He rejected his karma. In that circumstance, it was 
Arjuna’s svadharma to kill the opposing warriors. However, Arjuna desired to 
reject this duty. The Smätis say that the performance in a righteous war is a nitya 
karma, an ordained duty for the kçatriya. A righteous war is neither a kàmya 
karma, nor a niçidha karma. For a kçatriya, fighting in a righteous war is a nitya 
karma, and these must be performed by the Karma Yogi. Therefore, Arjuna 
desired to reject that karma in the worldly level of experience. He had already 
rejected it.  
 Then what does the Lord do? The Lord makes Arjuna perform his 
svadharma. He encourages Arjuna. In the worldly level of experience, that 
encouragement is powerful. That’s not all, we can go and look in the 
Mahàbhàrata. In many situations in the Mahàbhàrata, the Lord makes Arjuna 
kill. Even in situations where Arjuna wants to avoid killing, Krishna strongly 
encourages him. He says, ‘cut his throat.’  This is done without any show of 
kindness or formality. For that purpose, the Lord told several untruths.  
 In the end, we will ask, ‘was what the Lord did to Arjuna correct? How 
many times did the Lord cheat in the war? With Bhìçma, Drona, Karåa, etc. 
How much did the Lord do in order to insure that they were killed? For that 
purpose, the Lord told several lies. However, without these, one cannot win in 
war. If one steps into war, one must win. For that, some cheating may be 
necessary. The Lord Himself says this. He says, ‘I have made Arjuna commit 
these acts, but that is part of war.’  



 In several situations, such as the killing of Bhìçma and Drona, whenever 
Arjuna was faltering, the Lord intervened like this. Only after this, would Arjuna 
doubt whether the Lord’s action was correct, but in that situation, Arjuna was 
weak. When Arjuna saw Däçtyadhyumna kill Drona, he couldn’t bear it. This is 
because after Drona released his weapons, sitting in his chariot in padmàsana, 
Däçyadhyumna beheaded him with his sword. Arjuna couldn’t bear it when he 
saw this. Again, Arjuna entered the same condition as before.  
 
 They killed the Guru. Droåa was a bràhmaåa, a Guru. How could they kill 
such a Guru in a cruel way? Arjuna yelled ‘don’t kill, don’t kill,’ but 
Däçtadhyumna didn’t hear. As far as Däçâadhyumna was concerned, he had 
taken birth for killing Droåa. Then how could he avoid killing him, if someone 
says, ‘don’t’ kill?’ For him, there is no one who could prevent him from killing 
Drona, besides the Lord. This is because Däçâadhyumna took birth for killing 
Droåa. Therefore, he killed him. Then, Arjuna couldn’t bear to see this. He 
couldn’t accept it. Arjuna said, ‘enough! I can’t bear to see!’ In that situation, the 
Lord says, ‘no, it’s only possible to kill.’  
 This also happened while killing Karåa. When Karåa’s chariot became 
stuck in the ground, the Lord didn’t say to kill him. He said to cut his throat. 
That was the opportune time, because once he was back inside the chariot, it 
wouldn’t be possible. So, these great warriors, Bhìçma, Droåa, and Karåa, were 
all impossible to be defeated in battle. Bhìçma and Droåa were extremely aged. 
Droåa was 400 years old in the Mahàbhàrata. However, it was impossible to 
defeat them because they possessed divine weapons. Thus, they could use these 
till the time of death itself, and the war would continue endlessly. If the Lord was 
not there to kill them, the war would not end. Therefore, the Lord says to 
Arjuna, ‘cut his throat.’ ‘Chindasva.’ This means to shred to pieces, through 
Arjuna’s divine missile.  
 Therefore, in the worldly level of experience, the Lord encouraged Arjuna 
to perform action, in an extremely strong manner. Despite all of this, what does 
the Lord say? ‘Kaë ghàtayati hanti kaë.’ Who can he cause to slay? Whom can 
he slay?’ Then what is the meaning of the Lord saying, ‘I do not cause to slay?’ In 
the true Self of the Lord, neither slaying nor causing to slay occur. He neither 



kills nor causes to kill. He simply abides in the true nature of the Self. In that 
state, there is neither slaying nor causing to slay. Thus, it is said in that level, 
‘there is nothing there.’  
 However, when we come down to the worldly level of karma, all of that 
exists. That is what we see. If we look in the Mahàbhàrata after the instruction of 
the Gita, we can see this, in each and every circumstance. That is what we should 
understand. Wherever the scriptures refute the existence of karma, it is only on 
that level of the Atman. It isn’t possible to refute the existence of karma on the 
worldly level of experience. That is what Shankara says. When the commentary 
speaks about Karma Sanyassa, we should understand on what level it is being 
explained. In that sanyassa, all of this will continue externally. However, 
internally, nothing is there. That is the experience of the Jñàni.  
 Externally, the state of the Jñàni is, ‘indriyànìndriyàrtheçu vartante iti 
dhàrayan.’ ‘The senses act among the sense-objects, but the Self is unattached.’ 
Thus, externally, karmas will continue. Therefore, the Lord says, ‘I neither 
perform action, nor cause others to act.’ That is the level of experience, the level 
of the Jñàni. We are in the realm of worldly experience. That is different. It is 
not the level of the Àtman. Only a few rare Souls can remain in that level of the 
Self, while viewing the worldly level and acting. Therefore, a person who is 
situated in the worldly level doesn’t have the right to decide freely whether to 
fight or not. That is the difference between the two.  
 Therefore, we cannot think, because the Lord made Arjuna fight, and 
fought in the war, I can too.’ When we are situated in the worldly level, we must 
follow the rules and regulations of fairness, conduct, etc. Therefore, an Ajñàni 
doesn’t have the right to bypass the rules that are not applicable to the Jñani. 
When we look in reference to the Gita, the subject of war, and other matters 
should be considered with great attention. This is not the ordinary discussion 
about war here. Here it is not discussing whether war is necessary or not. This is 
not the kind of discussion held in the Gita.  
 The Gita doesn’t discuss, ‘is war or peace needed?’ Instead, this is 
explaining what the relationship between the level of the Self, and the 
performance in a war. This is not about justifications or refutations of war. ‘Do 
we need war or peace?’ That is not the subject. ‘Where is the level of svadharma?’ 



Where is the level of the Àtma Jñàni?’ What is the relationship between these 
two?’ This matters are of primary importance in the discussion.  
 Therefore, we should be very careful when we discuss matters, like, ‘should 
one encourage a war, or should one seek peace?’ Here, the question of war and 
peace are in a different circumstance. These are all different. Therefore, there are 
two levels of experience; the worldly level, and the level of the Supreme Truth. 
Sometimes the scriptures will present matters in the worldly level of experience, 
while other times they will be presented in the level of the Supreme Truth. We 
should clearly understand these two levels, before we discuss about the subject of 
war in the Gita.  
 Therefore, Shankara concludes this éloka, ‘tasmàt gìtàéàstre,’ in the Gita, 
the Àtma Jñàni is suitable only for the renunciation of karma, and not for its 
performance.   

Now we can look at Shankara’s preface for the 22nd éloka. It says, ‘Now let 
us discuss what is immediately relevant. ‘Prakätaë tu vakçyàmaã.’ In the last 
éloka, the commentary discussed each word, the literal meaning, and then went 
into a long extended discussion about karma and the Jñàni. Here it says, ‘we can 
come back to the subject now.’ Then Shankara says, ‘We have already discussed 
the imperishability of the Àtman. ‘Tatra àtmanaã avinàéitvaë pratijñàtaë.’ 
‘What is that like, for example?’ ‘Tat kimiveti.’ This is a very famous shloka of 
the Gita.  

 
Vàsàësi jìråàni yathà vihàya navàni gähåàti naro/paràåi 

Tathà éarìràåi vihàya jìråànyanyàni saëyàti navàni dehì. 2.22. 
  
This is a famous éloka. Its meaning is clear, so there is not a long commentary.  
Shankara says, ‘vàsàësi vastràni,’ clothes, ‘jìråàni durbalatàë gatàni,’ used, 
worn out, ‘yathà loke,’ like in the world, ‘vihàya parityajya,’ having rejected, 
‘navàni abhinavàni,’ new ones, ‘gähåàti upàdatte,’ accepting. So, in the same way 
that one discards used clothes and accepts new ones, ‘naraã puruçaã,’ man, 
‘aparàni anyàni,’ in this way of accepting new clothes,  ‘tathà tadvad eva,’ in that 
same way, ‘éarìràåi vihàya jìråàni,’ having rejected worn-out bodies, ‘anyàni 
saëyàti saëgacchati navàni dehì àtmà.’ This Àtman, the Self, accepts new 



bodies. In this way, the Atman accepts Its new clothes, which are bodies. That is 
the meaning.  
 So when a person changes his dress, his body doesn’t undergo the change. 
So, ‘puruçavat,’ in the way that the man doesn’t change with the changing of new 
clothes, in that same way, ‘avikriya eva ityarthaã,’ the Self remains devoid of 
change through the changing of bodies. Therefore, even if the bodies of Bhìçma, 
Drona, and the other warriors are destroyed, in their true nature of the Self, they 
are Eternal. You Arjuna, are also so, and so am I.’ That is the meaning. Now we 
can look at the shloka.  
 ‘Yathà,’ in which way, ‘naraã,’ man, jìråàni vàsàësi,’ worn-old clothes, 
‘vihàya,’ having discarded, ‘navàni gähåàti,’ accepts, ‘tathà,’ like that, ‘dehì,’ this 
Atman, the embodied Soul, ‘jìråàni éarìràåi vihàya,’ having discarded worn-out 
bodies, ‘anyàni navàni saëyàti,’ the Self accepts new bodies.  
 When the éloka says, ‘worn-out bodies,’ is it speaking only about the very 
elderly people, about to die, not about those who die in an accident? Then how 
can we explain the people that die in an accident? Here, it is referring to when 
the utility of the body is finished. Once the Jiva, the individual Soul, 
understands, ‘this body is not fit for me,’ the soul immediately discards it. 
Whether it is of old age, an accident, or in youth, once the body becomes useless, 
the Jiva discards it. After discarding that body, it accepts another. That is only 
like changing one’s clothes.  
  This is where we accept the belief of reincarnation, punarjanmam. Then a 
doubt may come. For most of us, when we discuss matters like reincarnation, 
these things are beyond the scope of our knowledge. Despite this, we express our 
opinions about these things. Even people do this with Advaita. They may read 
something in a book, and then express that opinion, but it still remains 
unknown to them. However, there are others, such as the Lord Sri Käçåa, for 
which these matters are not unknown.  
 The Lord Himself says to Arjuna, ‘I know all of this, but you do not.’ This 
is in the 4th chapter. ‘Bahùni me vyatìtàni janmàni tava chàrjuna.’ This means, ‘I 
have lived many liftetimes before this, as have you. The only difference is that I 
know them, while you do not.’ That is the difference of knowledge. Yogis will 
have the knowledge of their previous births, but ordinary humans do not. Several 



things that are unknown to the Ajñàni will be directly revealed to the Yogi. That 
is what the Lord says. Thus, such a human, Sri Käçåa, speaks about 
reincarnation. We accept these words as a pramàåa, and repeat these ideas. It is 
not that we are saying something we don’t know. We are saying it because we 
accept the words of mahàtmas as a pramàåa. There is no meaning in saying that 
the Lord is speaking about matters that He is ignorant of.  
 Thus, some people say this about Advaita, that these are matters that 
cannot be justified; therefore, they shouldn’t be discussed. There are some people 
who think that whatever limited knowledge they have is the same for everyone 
else. However, it’s not like that. Self-realized Mahàtmas are able to know about 
previous births and reincarnation. The Lord Himself gives the logical explanation 
of this in the Gita. Sri Käçåa says, ‘you don’t know, but I know all of them.’ 
There is a difference in the knowledge of the Jñàni and the Ajñàni. Only a Yogi 
will be able to know this.  
 Therefore, when we discuss the scriptures, we are not just discussing our 
knowledge. The subject of discussion there is the knowledge that is opposite to 
ours. We think about the knowledge of Mahàtmas, such as the Lord. If the 
subject of our spiritual discussion is the knowledge of us, who are ignorant, then 
there is no need for the scriptures. Then, it is enough if we have discussion by 
ourselves, without the scriptures. Then why do we have to rely on the scriptures? 
It is to accept the knowledge of the ancient äçis and mahàtmas. They had 
knowledge that is beyond the senses and world. That is what we discuss in 
scriptural discussion, and think about.  
 I’m saying this so that no one will have a misinterpretation and spread it to 
others. That is a different matter. Some commentate like that, saying that we 
cannot discuss things beyond our limited experience, because of lack of 
knowledge. What does the Lord say in the Gita? He says that previous births, as 
well as reincarnation, exist. The Lord says this as a firm decision. We are only 
discussing this generally now. This subject will be made clear in the coming 
sections. The Lord will say, ‘I know all of this, but you don’t, Arjuna.’ We don’t 
know these truths, but Mahàtmas do. We can understand this. Now, the next 
mantra.  
  



Nainaë chindanti éastràåi nainaë dahati pàvakaã 
Na chainaë kledayantyàpo na éoçayati màrutaã. 2.23 

 
Acchedyoyaë adàhyoyaë akledyoéoçya eva cha 

Nityaã sarvagataã sthànur achaloyaë sanàtanaã. 2.24. 
 
 We can discuss this section in the next class. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


